
Session summary Details per lap

EconomicBerry crashed into WTZFLEX 
and made him spin. Pretty much a ruined 
race for him, as the end result could be 
much butter without this spin. License 
point for unsafe driving.

Denjef hits Stef. Stef saved the carin a 
great way. After that Huub hits Stef when 
he returns on track. Saves the car again. 
Warning for Denjef for causing a collision. 
No damage. After this Huub got damage
by hitting the right wall at T13.

Huub got hit by Escaapo. Huub struggled
with his damage for a whole lap. The
braking was to early at this corner. This is
worth a warning for Huub. In next races, 
especially on tracks like this its better to 
change the wing and avoid dangerous 
situation like this lap.

TheArtifact with a late attempt to 
overtake Timo. A race incident as the 
overtake was late and the room given 
was okay. A small touch can cause 
incident like this.

EconomicBerry crashed the car. DNF and 
a SC. It was caused after a battle with 
MarkedCarp. In the clip of Escaapo we 
can mark this as a racing incident. By the 
looks of it MarkedCarp had some traction 
/ cornering issues.

MarkedCarp retires the car. No footage. 
Most likely a crash.

A 25% race with a short qualy in
clearweather.This because of the 
double 25% race this evening. 

25% races are more intense than 
the 50% races in our opinion. 
Maybe we do this more often if 
others share this opinion. 

Race strategy wise there are
opportunities. Like pitting early  to 
switch tyres. Or not? On tracks like 
this track position in important.

Another disconnection for Huub at 
the race start. That’s a shame and 
we hate to see it happen. It can 
cost a lot of places at the start. AI 
is on 90. Maybe we will set in on 
100 as everyone has a pace more 
than that. Maybe a check up at the 
internet connection Huub! It looked 
a little shocky on track.

This session was DHR Graat’s
session. His favorite track on the 
calendar. And it shows with a pole 
lap and a win. Great show and 
congrats on that.

The McLaren brothers not much of 
luck in this session as they got 
damage and ended up P14 and P15. 
Not the result we are used to.

A lot of clips made. Thank you for
that. We can use this very much!
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1
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4 MAY 2021

TRACK
SINGAPORE

QUALIFY
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RACE
25%

POLE POSITION
DHR GRAAT

WINNER
DHR GRAAT

DRIVER OF THE 
DAY
DHR GRAAT

FASTEST LAP
STEFRBR33

Details per driver / team *Note: not everyone will be mentioned.

EconomicBerry
What was that formation lap all about J. It looked like you wanted to park 
the car!

MarkedCarp
We noticed in your clip that you are driving with a wheel now. Also the
racing line is gone. That is very cool to see. Especially in Singapore. Great 
job!

WTZFLEX and IEPOVICH NL
During the SC WTZFLEX touched IEPOVICH just a little bit. It wasn’t even 
noticeable. A 5 seconds time penalty was given for that. This will not be 
corrected according to the guide.

GEiT Samuel and Fourie
A drive through penalty. For not even a split second VSC delta time. You
both had a strong race and deserved better. Better luck next races dudes. 
Heads up!

RACE REPORT

Don’t agree with something? Please let us know!


